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Abstract 

At Eindhoven University of Technology, a 75 MeV race-track mierotrou is 
being designed and built. This mierotrou accelerates electrons, which are 
injected afterwards in the storage ring EUTERPE, currently under construc
t ion. Furthennore, a 10 Me V linear accelerator is used as the injector for 

the mirrotron. 
This study deals with the first-order electron-optica! properties of the 

microtron. Attention is paid to orenring linearand non-linear effects in the 
electron-optical proJH'rtiPs. Fnrthermore, we have seen the importance of 
an adequate clescription of thP fringing fields. For the calculations of the 
electron-optiral properti!'s, HHIIINiral and analytica} calculations have been 
carried out. The analytica) raknlations were done making use of Lie al
gebra.ic tools and nnmNiral r!'stdts WPre ohtained with the numerical code 
COSY INFINITY. FnrtlwrnHJI"P, magnetic field map measurements of the 
hending magnets of tiH' microton have heen carried out. These measure
ments have lwen us!'d as input for the numerical calculations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

At Eindhoven University of t.echnology, a 7!) Me V race-track microtron is being builtand designed. 
This microtron accelerates ekct.rons, whirh are injed.ed aft.erwards in the storage ring EUTERPE 
(Eindhoven University ofTErhnnlogy Ring for Protons and Electrons). A 10 MeV linear accelera
tor (type M.E.L. SL75/IO) wiJl heusedas injector for the microtron. The EUTERPE accelerators 
are shown schematically in llgurP 1.1. 

2 m. 

Electroslotie 
Septum 

Euterpe 
400 MeV 

~=~ Bo3 

Linac 5 MeV 

Figure 1.1: Layouf of lhe slorage ring EUTERPE. 
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The electron storage ring wit.h a rirrmnference of 40 m, wiJl be located in the experimental hall 
of the Cyclotron laboratory. The st.orage ring is designed to store 400 Me V electroos at a current 
of 200 mA. The beam guiding systf'm consistsof 12 dipole magnets, 32 quadrupale magnets and 16 
sextupole magnets. In the bending lllagnf'ts, the electrous emit synchrotron radiation in the UV
XUV regime. An rf cavity wiJl be usf'd to compensate for the energy loss due to the synchrotron 
radiation and to accelerate the elf'c.trons from 75 MeV to 400 MeV. 

The 10 Me V injector is a linear accelerator (linac) that consists of an electron source, a mag
netron for rf power and a travelling wave guide. The linac provides so called macro pulses of 30 
mA current with a time duration of 2.2 Jts. The micro pulses in the macro pulse have a duration 
of several tensof ps at a frequenry of 2998 MHz. The repetition frequency for the macro pulses is 
adjustable in the range 1, 50, 100, 150 and 300 Hz. Only 5 mA wiJl be available for acceleration in 
the microtron. The expected energy spread of the 10 Me V electron beam is of the order of 10%. 

1.1 Race-track mierotrou 

The basic romponPuts of t.lw 111Îrrot.ron arP t.wo bending magnets and an arcelerating structure 
(see tigure 1.2). The bending mag1wt.s art> separat.ed by a field-free region of l 111 on the cavit.y 
axis. The bending magnf't.s ront.ain t.wo dist.inct sectors; a low field sector (sector l) and a high 
field sector (sector 2). The tna,e;nPt.ic lidds in t.he air gaps are 0.51 Tand 0.60 T, respectively, at a 
nomina) excitation current. of a bout. 150 i\. Field damps are mounted to t.he frontsof the bending 
magnet.s. These field damps are important. sinre they providesome additional axial focusing. The 
bending magnets are rot.at.,,d in t.lwir uwdian planes over an angle of 4 degrf'es. In the centre of 
t.he microtron, small corrf'rt.ion uwgnPt.s will be placed on the symmet.ry axis to compensate for 
!wam displacements in t.lw lwndin.e; plauP raused by, for example, magnetic field imperfections and 
misalignments of the hendiug tnagnets. 

MEDIAN PLANE VIEW 

Figure 1.2: 1\lrdian plan c view of the Race-track microtron. 

Beam monitors will he lorat.Pd on hnt.h sidt's of the cavity axis and on both sides of the 
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correction magnets. Feedback of t.he signa Is of these monitors will he used to adjust the magnetic 
field strengtbs of the bending magnets and the correction magnets. 

The electrous are accelerat.ed in the mierotrou by a 5 Me V rf standing-wave accelerating cavity, 
which is operateel in the Tr/2 mode at 2U9R MHz. The cylindrical cavity bas an electricallength of 
50 cm and consists of 9 accelerat.ing cells wit.h an inner diameter of 16 mm. To lower the effects 
of design errors and beam loading on t.he electric field distribution, small coupling cells are placed 
in between the accelerating cells. 

The particles are injected wit.h a kinet.ic energy of 10 MeV and are accelerated up to 75 MeV 
during 13 successive cavity passages. The relative energy spread of the beam is reduced turn by 
turn and is inversely proportion al t.o t.he energy of the electrons. Numerical calculations show that 
the mierotrou can only accept inject.ed electrous with an energy spread less than 1%. This energy 
spread of 1% at 10 McV is reduCf~d t.o 0.15% at 75 MeV. 

Space charge effects are no point of concern because the mierotrou is operating at rather low 
currents and the elect.rons are alrf'ady highly relat.ivistir at injection into the microtron. 

In table 1.1 some design paranwt.t•rs of the mierotrou are given. For further details on the 
st.orage ring and t.he design sperifirat.ions of t.he race-track microtron, see Webers [IJ. 

Tahle 1.1:1\1 inot.ron design parameters. 
M icrot.ron pararnett'rs 

1\lagnet dirnensions (I x h x h) [mm~ 
Magnf't weight. (kg] 
Excit.at.ion currenf [A] 
Nnmber of t.urns in earh coil 
Rf frf'quenry (l\111z] 
Kinet.ic energy at. injert ion [Me V] 
Kinetic energy at. extraction [Me V] 
N umher of t.urns 
Energy gain per t.mn [1\leV] 
Magnet.ic field [T] (sPctor 1/2) 
Orhit. separat.ion [nun] 
(;ap [mm] (st'ct.or l /2) 
Dist.anre lwt.wPcn rnagrwt.s [rn] (on cavit.y axis) 

500x 1500x150 
~:moo 

~150 

36 
2998 

10 
75 
13 
5 

0.51/0.60 
60.6 

20/17 
1.0 

In this graduat.e report., a st.udy of tlw Plert.ron-opt.kal properties of the Eindhoven race-track 
mierotrou is described. To oht.ain t.lwst' properties, first-order calculations are clone. To check 
the applicability of these result.ing prnpPrlit•s also higher-order calculations have been carried 
out. The calculat.ions haw heen clone analyt.irally as well as numerically. Analytica) results have 
been obtained by using Lie algehrair t.ools, t.he numeriral calculations have been done with the 
numeriral code COSY INFINITY, wlwn• I he rneasured magnetic field has been used as input. For 
this purpose, magnet.ic field rnap measurf'rtlf'lll.s have been carried out. 

In the following chapt.ers, t.lw rPstril of numerical calculations will be discussed, as obtained 
from the numerical codes COSY INFJNITY and TRANSPORT, to outline the importance of the 
non-linear effects for the RTM E. The prPsent.ed research deals with the description of Lie algebraic 
tools and the calcnlation of sPcond-order non-linear effects for some examples. Furthermol'è, a 
st.udy on the rotateel 2-sect.or magnets for t.he RTM E is descri bed, also taking in account fringing 
fields. The resulting non-tirwar effPct.s are calcnlated using the code COSY INFINITY. 
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Chapter 2 

First-order electron-optical 
properties 

The design specifirat.ions of t.hc rarP-t.rark utirrotron are based on the resulting first-order matrix 
calculations of partiele trajcct.orit>s. Tht'St> calculations give accurate results for small displace
ments with resped to the rrfercncc orhit., st>c Webers [l]. 

To check the applicahilit.y of t.lw tirst-order calculations, also higher-order effects are taken into 
account. For these higher-ordcr calculat.ions, analytical and numerical tools are available. There 
are several numerical codes that. allow nuuterical computation of non-linear effects. For example, 
TRANSPORT [7], GlOS [9] and 1\IARYLIE [8] can calculate up to third-order effects. 

2.1 Transverse motion 

We start with the calculat.ion of t.he first.-or·der approximation of the partiele trajectories. From 
this, we derive the design sperilkat.ions of t.he mierotrou. In chapter 5, we include higher-order 
effects to estimate the accuracy of thesP tirst.-order calculations. A convenient methad to calcu
late the relative trajectories is t.o use rnatrix representation, descrihing the different parts of the 
microtron. The rf'lat.ive t.raject.ories of dt>d.mns passing through a sequence of optical elements is 
obtained by simp!!:' matrix unrltiplication. 

2.1.1 Design considerations of the race-track Eindhoven 

The basic layout of t.he racP-track mierot r·nn is shown in figure 2.1. Elect.rons are injected at an 
energy E;,.j = m 0 c2+ kinet.ic ctwrp;y (m 0 c2 is the rl:'st l:'nergy). The kinet.ic energy is 10 MeV at 
injection. On each passage t.hrough t.lw ;trrdNal.ing cavit.y the electrons gain an energy of 5 MeV. 
The electrons are arri:'IPrat.cd in snrePssiwly larger orbit.s. 

7 
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cavity 

L 

Figure 2.1: Genrrallayout of a r·acc-tmck microiron tvilh two-sector bending magnets. 

The design of t.he mirrot.ron is basically governed by the resonance condit.ion: the revolution 
time t1 in the first. orhit. is an int.t'graltnult.iple, Jt, of the rf period 1// and each revolution time 
must exceed the preceding one hy anot.lwr nmlt.iple, v, of the rf period: 

. L 211' I' 
ft=~-+ -l~ .. ,(Einj +Er)= -1, 

c r 'r c-
(2.1) 

and 
271' V 

6..1 = 1"- 111 -t = -
8 2 Er = -

1
, (2.2) 

C rC 

where L is the fidd-free distancP lwt.WPf'n the magnets on the cavity axis and Br is the resonant 
or isochronous magnet.ic tidd, ronesponding with t.he energy gain turn Er. 

The isochronous magtwtic lidd Br i:-: dditwd by 

H,.fi = !.!. and s = 2L + 21Tp (2.3) 
' I' 

where s is the orbit.-rircumference. In ras!' of uniform-magnetie-field bending magnets, the reso
nant magnetic field Br is simply equal t.o t.he magnetic field in the magnets. 

In t.his chapter we apply t.lw tnethod of matrix calculations to the race-t,rack mierotrou of 
Eindhoven. First of all, we take a look at. t.he hard edge model, here the achtal magnetic field 
distribut.ion is replarNI by segments with uniform magnetic field. At the edge of the magnet the 
magnetic field drops t.o zero. 

. Consider the t.wo-sedor IH'nding magtwl.s of t.he Eindhoven race-trark mierotrou in figure 2.1. 
The magnetic fieldsin the air gaps at. sPetor l and 2 are BL and BH = aBL (a> 1), respectively. 
The trajectories in the hending magnPt.s ronsist of two circular arcs with radii p and p/ a and 
angles 28 and (11'- 28), respect.in•ly. The t.ilt. angle T is to be rhosen ... 

sin 28 
(2.4) t.au T = ( ) , 

.!!±.!. - ros 28 a-l 
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to assure closed orbits. Furthermore, t.he tnagnetic field BL is to be chosen 

(2.5) 

to assure resonant acceleration. For the Eindhoven race-track microtron, the following basic pa
rameters are listed in table 2.1. 

Tahle 2.1 :Eindhoven microtron design parameters. 
Eindhoven mierotrou parameters 

Kinetic energy at injection (Me V] 
Kinetic energy at extraction (MeV) 
Energy gain per turn [1\kV) 
Numher of orbits 
Rf frequenry [l\1IIz] 
Gap (sector 1/2) [rnm] 
Resonant magnetic lldd [T] 
Magnetir fip)d ( sertor I /:l) [T] 
Distanre betwPPII rnagtwts (on ravity axis) [m] 
Mode numlwr Jt/11 
Tilt angle r [0

] 

Sector angle [0
] 

Ratio a 

2.1.2 Coordinate system 

10 
75 
5 

13 
2998 

20/17 
0.524 

0.510/0.597 
0.990 
26/2 
4.48 

45 
1.17 

In this report, the motion of elPrt.rous through the mierotrou are considered. lf a partiele is 
injected perfectly, it will travel along the design or reference orbit. The perfectly injected partiele 
is called the referenre partirle. Particlt'S in a bunrh travel with respect to the reference particle. 
Th is motion is relative to the motion of I he reference partiele and is therefore called the relative 
motion. The relative motion ran Iw split in three directions. One of them is the motion in the 
direction of the reference orbit s, ralled tlw longitudinal motion and the two motions perpendicular 
to this mot ion, called transwrse motion, x and z. 

Consicier the rentral tra.krt.ory in tlw lltPdian plane and the curvilinear coordinate system (s, 
x, z) in tigure 2.2. A partiele slightly dt>viat.ing from the central trajectory wiJl execute so called 
betatron-oscillations around the central trajertory, due to the presence of restoring forces. 
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medion plone 

x 

Figure 2.2: Dcfiuiliou of thc roor·dinate systcm for matrix calculations. 

2.1.3 Electron-optical description 

Now that we know the basic JHHHIIW!.f'rs of t.he microtron, it. is possible to calculate the electron
optica! properties. The electron-optica! proJH'rl.ies are the tune, the accept.ance and the partiele 
trajectories in the microt.ron. The electrous travel arotmd the reference trajectory with a certain 
period, the betatron freqnency, t.his period can be calculated and is called t.he tune. The acceptance 
is the area ofpermissible positions and elivergences at injection in phase space. The acceptance can 
be calculat.ed if we know the dist.ancf' of a partiele with respect to the reference particle, herefore 
we need to know the particlf' t.raject.orif's. 

The electron-optica! propertiPs are cakulatNI with the code COSY INFINITY and with the 
code TRANSPORT. We make use of t.he st.andarcl elements that are implemented in COSY. The 
used partiele optica! elements are DL, t.he Held- and material free drift and Dl, a homogeneaus 
dipole with entrance and exit. edge angle. For the program listing, see the appendix. The descrip
tion in term of matrices is favomable, lH'cansf' the complete (relative) motion is simply found by 
successive matrix multiplicat.ions of all thf' separate matrices descrihing optica! elements like drift 
spaces, bending magnets, accelerator st.rnct.mes etc. Using these matrices, we can calculate the 
displacement and divergence in t.hP horizontal and vertical plane. The relative motion accurate 
upto order two, is represent.ed by t.he 111at.rix equation 

fi 6 

Xi(s) = 2:::: J\Jij:.r:j(O) + 2:::: TijkXj(O)xk(O), (2.6) 
j=l j,k=l 

with Xt = x (posit.ion horizontal), :z: 2 '= x' (divergence horizontal), x3 = z (position vertical), 
x 4 = z' (divergence vert.ical), :r: 5 = ~I (pat.h h'ngt.h difference) and x 6 = 6, (relative momenturn 
deviation). To first order, only t.he rnatrix M is cakulated and the secoud-order matrix T is 
neglected. 

For the race-track mierotrou wit.h two hending magnets, the transfer matrix for one turn is 
calculated from the following prodnrt. of flrst.-order matrices where we start cakulatingjust bebind 
the cavity: 

(DLo.s-L Dh11 Dim DLos) (DLo.5 D/82 DIBt DLo.5-L) C, 

where the index of DL is t.he drift. )Pngth. llere, L is the cavity lengtlt. The index of DI denotes 
the strengtlt of the magnet.ic tiPid of I he different sectors (I and 2) in the bending magnets. The 
matrix to describe a drift. rf'gion of lengt.h L is given by: · 

L 
I 
0 

(2.7) 
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where y E {x, z} and t.he index a denotes the initia) conditions of the partiele and the index b 
denotes the final conditions of the part.irle. The matrix is the same for both the x and z direction. 
The first-order matrix for a bending magnet with normal entrance and exit is given by: 

x cos tb p sin tb 0 0 0 p(1- cos tb) x 
x' -~ ros tb 0 0 0 sin tb x' p 

z 0 0 1 ptb 0 0 z 
(2.8) = z' 0 0 0 1 0 0 z' 

6.1 -sin tb - p( l - cos tb) 0 0 1 - p( tb - sin tb) 6.1 
6 

b 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 
tJ 

with p the radius of curvature insiele t.he magnet and tb the bending angle. The first-order matrix 
to describe edge-focusing from drift space to magnetic field is given by: 

0 0 0 0 0 
x tan ~ x 
x' 0 0 0 0 x' p 
z 0 0 1 0 0 0 z 

(2.9) z' = t.an( ~ - 1/;) z' 0 0 0 0 6.1 p 6.1 
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
a 

wit.h p the radius of curvature in the homogeneaus field, ~ the entrance angle with respect to the 
normal of the pole face and tf; the correction term resulting from the fringing fields which have 
been negleeteel in the hard-edge approximat.ion. In the horizontal plane this correction term is 
small and therefore neglect.ecl. Th ere are two major effects of fringing fields: a beam displacement 
in the bending plane and au additional vertical defocusing. The displacement is applicable to all 
particles in the beam so t.hat t.he whole lwam is displaced. A consequence of this is that all tirst
order transfer matrices for the horizontal plane motion remain unchanged, when referred to the 
actual trajectory. The vertic.al defocusing of t.he fringing field is due to the addit.ional curvature 
of the trajectory in the fringing field region and the resulting additional angle of inclination 
with respect to the pole boundary. Con,c;equent.ly, there are additional non-zero gradients dBfdx, 
perpendicular to the t.raject.ory, whic.h have similar effects as quadrupale magnets. The correction 
angle t/J as used in TRANSPORT is givl"n by: 

t/J =I/!. (1 +sin2~) (2.10) 
p cos~ 

with / 2 a parameter which value dqwnds on the fringing field and g the elistance from the pole 
to the median plane. To descri he edge focusing from field region 1 to 2, 1/ p is replaced by 
lfp2 - l/p1. The DI element. can be fornl«"d by matrix mult.iplication of edge-focusing, bending 
magnet and edge foc.using. Tlw rnat.rix C: is t.he matrix for the cavity is given by Rosenzweig [13) 
and Rand [14). The resulting rilat.rix for a standing wave cavity which accelerates a beam from 
energy Ea to an energy Eb = Ea + Er is givl"n by: 

( 

y ) ( cos A - ,Ji sin A 
3G . A 

y' = - J'8Eb Slll 

6 b 0 

/8~sinA 
!(cos A+ V'2sinA) 

0 

(2.11) 

where 6a and 6b are the relative monwJ!I.nrn spreads at the entrance and exit of the cavity. Since 
the cavity is symmetrie around the reference trajectory, the matrix is the same for the x and z 
direct ion. Here A = ( 1/ /8) In( Eb/ E .. ) a nel G = Er/Lis the energy gradient. The reason that this 
matrix is used inst.ead of the matrix as implenwntecl in COSY is the fact that we can now take the 
focusing effect into account. AJI.hough t.his elfeet is rather weak, especially at higher energies, it 
has a substantial effect. on t.he properties of t.he electron-optica) system as we will see in the next 
section. 
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2.2 Focusing properties 

First we have a look on the firl"t.-ordPT forusing properties of the microtron. These properties 
are the tune, the acceptance and t.IH' partiele trajectories with respect to the reference particle. 
An important quantity to characterize t.he focusing properties of an electron-optica! system is the 
tune. The tune is the number of bet.at.ron-oscillation per turn. The larger (smaller) the tune, the 
stronger (weaker) the focusing. From the point of view of beam dynamics, it is favourable that 
the tune is not too smal!. Then the effect of misalignments of the bending magnets on the beam 

motion is not so severe. 
The tune is a quantity that can be calculated from the first-order matrix that describes one turn 

fora mono-energetic beam in, either the horizontal or the vertical plane. Suppose the transverse 
motion for one turn is given by 

(2.12) 

where y E {x, z}. Tlwn the t.unP Qy is ddhwd by 

(2.13) 

where /ly is the so called phasP advancPand T1·(My) is the trace of matrix My. The tune is not 
ddlned for cases where I Tl'(/\fy) I> 2. In these cases the amplitude of the betatron-oscillations 
inereases exponentially. In figurP 2.:1 t.lw tunes have been plot.ted for the horizontal and vertical 
plane for the energies of 10 to 7G 1\hN. II«'I'P, t.he effect of fringing fields is disregarded (12 = 0 in 
Eq. (2.10)). The eff,,rt of t.lw cavit.y is included. 

.4 
N 

0 

~ .3 

x 
0 
Q) .2 
c 
:J 

1-

. 1 -

0 10 20 

vertical plane 

30 40 50 
Energy [MeV] 

60 70 

Figure 2.3: Horizonlal and l>crfical fuues a$ calculated with COSY /NFINITY. Cavity included 
and fringing fields are di.srcgardrd. 

As far as the horizontal plane is conn'nlf'd, the tune Qr is about 1.1 and for the vertical plane 
the tune Qz varies from 0.25 at I!J l'vleV to 0.:10 at 75 MeV. 
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In reality, we are dealing with a bunrh of electrous that is to be transported through the 
microtron. It is important to know t.he permissible positions and divergences at injection that are 
accepted. Therefore, we introdure tiH' arceptance. Here, the fhst-order acceptance is the area A 
in phase space 

where 

A= J J dyodl/o, 
s 

S = {(yo, y~)ll y(s) I$ R}, 

(2.14) 

here R denotes the half-aperture and y E {x, z}. Similar to the acceptance definition in Eq. (2.14), 
we now define the second-order acreptance A2 

where 

A2 = J J J J dxodx~dzodz~, 
52 

.S'2 = {(;z:o, ;z:~, zo, :;1)11 x(s) I$ RI\ I z(s) I$ R} 

(2.15) 

and is integrated over t.he whole phase spare. i.e. the acr.eptance in a four-dimensional integral in 
phase space. 

In linear approximation y(.~) depends linearly on the initia! coordinates Yo and y~. At every 
position s, the inequalit.y defines a plant> band, limited by two straight lines. We choose a width 
of R=5 mm which is t.he limiting aperture of the cavity in the microtron. Figure 2.4 shows the 
resulting plane bands in both transverse planes at injection. Here the fringing fields have been 
neglected. 

10 10 

:0 0:0 
" 5 " 5 ... ! _s 

0 D -.. -N 

0 ., 0 .. 
g g ., 8. "' ... ~ ., 
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Figure 2.4: Horizonlal and vcT'iiral p/w.H' 8parc at injection (JO Me V). Fringing fields-effects have 
been neglected. 
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The acceptance A is about 40 uun.mrad in the horizontal plane and is about 14 mm.mrad in the 
vertical plane. To understand how t.h~ ar.c.eptances are formed we have a look at the trajectories 
in the horizontal (x plane) and vc>rt.iral plane (z plane) for a parallel beam and for a divergent 
beam. 

For evaluation of the focusing properties for the mierotrou it is necessary to calculate the full 
trajectodes of the electrous whir.h are accelerated from an energy of 10 MeV to an extraction 
energy of75 MeV, including the cavit.y. In the calculations were the full trajectories are calculated 
we start on the symmetry axis of the rnic.rotron at 10 Me V and stop the calculations at an energy 
of 75 Me V also on the symmetry axis of the microtron. 

The trajectories are shown in ligure 2.5 a-b and 2.6 a-b for a parallel beam and a divergent 
beam at injection, namely, (a) x0 =-l..+l mm, (b) x~=-1..+1 mrad, (a) zo=-1..+1 mm and (b) 
z~=-1..+1 mrad. In the horizontal plane we see a beam envelope that stays almost the same in 
size. We see that the beam envelope for a parallel beam in the vertical plane increases with a 
factor 8 in size. This means for t.he vPrtir.al plane motion t.hat a partiele with already a small 
displacement, may get. lost. due t.o t.he ;qwrt.ure limitations. Consequently, the vertical acceptance 
is reduced due to rather st.rong atnplifirnt.ions of the beam-dimension. llowever, the situation 
indicated here refers t.o a hypot.lll't.iral sit.uat.ion, where fringing fields are not. taken into account 
and this may be a point of conrPrtl. 
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Figure 2.5: Trajcctor·ie.s in lltc hori::oulal planc for a Jmrallcl beam and a divergent beam at 1n
jcction. (a) x0 =-1...+1 111111 aud J:~1 =0, {b) 1:(1=-1...+1 mrad and xo=O a.s obtained from COSY 
INFINITY calculalions. Friuging jic/d8 are uol includcd. 
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Figure 2.6: Trajcctor·ics in lhe twrlical plaue for· a 1Jamllel beam and a divergent bcam at injection. 
(a) zo=-1..+1 mm and z~=O, (b) ::{1=-1 .. +1 mmd and z0 =0 as obtained from COSY 1NFINITY 
calculations. Fringing fields ar·e uol included. 

Similar electron-opt.ical cakulat.ions havP been carried out with the code TRANSPORT, yield
ing similar result.s. Wit.h t.his codt' it is possible to indude fringing-fields by inserting vah1es for 
12 as given in Eq. (2.10). We 11se t.he valu~'s for 12 as obtained by magnetic field measurements, 
see ref. [l], namely: 12=0.'25 and / 2=U.:JJ) in sector 1 and sector 2, respectively. It is not possible 
to indude fringing fidds at. t.he border of st>ct.or 1 and sector 2, by neglecting this, a smal! error 
orcurs. We obt.ain the tune valuPs as lndicated by t.he soliel Jin es in figure 2. 7. For comparison, 
the dashed Jines indicat.e t.he JHt>vious, hard-t>dge sit.uat.ion where fringing fields are disregarded. 
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Figure 2.7: Q:r- I and Q: a.~ ohlaillfd hy TRANSPORT calculations. The solid lines indicate 
calctdations with fr·inging ficlds indudt'rl (/2 from mea.~urcments). Dashed lines indicate the hard
cdge a11proximation, fmm ('(},<,' Y IN F/1\' fT Y calcttlations. 

Here, we see a signific-ant change in Q., hetween the two situations; with and without fringing 

fields. 
To study this effect. in more detail, in tlgures 2.8 a-b and 2.9 a-b t.he partiele trajectories of 

the electrous in the horizontal plane anti the vertical plane are plotted. In the horizontal plane, 
we see no significant changes in t.lw partiele trajec.t.ories. However, in the vert.ical plane motion, 
the beam amplificat.ion for a paralid lwam is smaller and for a divergent beam the beamsize is 
amplified with respect t.o t.he hard-Pdge approximat.ion. 
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Figure 2.8: Trajcrlorics in lhc lwrizonlnlplanc for a parallel beam and a divergent beam al injec
tion. {a) xo=-1...+/mm and J:~=O. (/1} J::,=-1 ... +1 mrad and x0 =0, as obtained by TRANSPORT 
calculation where fringing-Jirld8 hat•c bct'11 taken into account. 
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Figure 2.9: Trajerloric$ iu lhe l•crfical plauc for a parallel beam and a divergent beam at injec
tion. (a) zo=-1 .. +1 mm aud :::1=0. (b) :::,=-1 .. +/mrad and zo=O, as obtaincd by TRANSPORT 
calculation where fringiug field.~ have been laken info aerount. 

As a consequence of t.he changr of tunes, especially for the vertical plane motion, also the 
acceptances are changed, see ligure 2.10. The result.ing acceptances are 40 mm.mrad and 18 
mm.mrad, respect.ivrly. In t.lw vert.ical plane a significant change of 4 mm.mrad has occurred. 
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Figure 2.10: llor·izonfal and verfical pha8e space at iujection (JO .MeV). Fringing fields-effecls 
included by TRANSPORT. 

Now that we have sern t.hat. t.lw effpcf. of t.he fringing fielcls has already a subst.antial effect on 
the linear partiele motion in t.he rnicrnt.rnn, an inrportant point of concern is now the applicability 
of the linear t.heory. TherPfofl', in tlw fnllowing chapt.rr·s we wilt roncentrat.e on the cakulation 
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of higher-order elferts on t.he partid«' mntion. First.ly, we present an analytiral met.hod, basedon 
Lie algebraic tools, to calrulate t.lwse higher-order terms. Secondly, we wil! use the code COSY 
INFINITY to carry out numerical orhit. integrations to obtain the higher-order terms numerically. 
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Chapter 3 

Lie algebraic tools 

3.1 Introduetion 

The treatment of non-linear efl"pr(.s in orhit. dynamirs is essential for two reasons. First, non-linear 
effects are almost unavoidable. They arise from spatial and temporal in homogen i ties in electric and 
magnetic fields, from fringing fiPlds and from higher-order kinematic terms arising in expansions 
of the equations of mot.ion. In t.his cont.Pxt., it is necessary to deal with nonlinear behaviour in 
order to understand and t.o avoiel hnrmful effert.s. Serondly, non-linear effects can sometimes be 
exploited to good ends. Current. applicat.ions include c.hromaticity control with sextupole magnets, 
beam st.abilization through Landau damping induced by sextUJ)Qle and octupole magnets. 

Present methods of non-IÏIH'ar orhit. ralrulat.ion usually involve either llamiltonian perturbation 
theory [2] or the direct nmueriral int.P~rat.ion of t.rajedories [1]. Ot.her important methods include 
extended matrix calrulat.ions. Ext.PtHIPll matrix calrulations are based on a Green's function 
method for treating in lowest. order th<' t>lfert.s of quadratic terms in the equations of motion [18]. 

Th is report desrrilws anot.lwr approach t.o t.he analysis of non-linear orbit dynamics which has 
been developed rerently by BNz t>t.. al. [:l]. Special attention is given to the Hamiltonian nature of 
the equations of motion, and Lit> algehrair t.ools are developed which exploit the symmetry in the 
equations of motion as obtained from t.lw llamiltonian. lt is shown that the use of Lie algebraic 
concepts provides a roncise and powPrful tnet.hod for descrihing and computing nonlinear effects. 
Applications are made to rharged partiele lwam transport. 

3.2 Hamilton equatior~s 

For the description of partidt> mowuwtlt t.hrough an electric and magnetic field we can make use 
of the Hamilton formalism. Thf' rPiat.ivistic Ilamiltonian 1l fora partirle with charge e and rest 
mass m0 in generalist•d coordinat.Ps is ~iVPII hy 

(3.1) 

where cis the speed of light. and JÏ is t.hP kiuetir momentum moii. Here t/1 and Ä are the scalarand 
vector potential, resJwd.ively. ThPsf' pot.t•ntials are defined in surh a way that the electric field Ë 
and magnetic field B ohey t.lw rPiations ., 

1/ =VxÄ 
1~, = - v t/• - n Ä I at . 

(3.2) 

21 
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The motion of a partiele is described by the following canonically conjugated coordinates in spatial 
coordinates: 

1l ; -t 
Px = Px + eAx ; x I 
Py = Py + eAy ; y, 
Pz = Pz + eA: ; z I 

with m the relativistic mass. The spat.ial coordinates x, y and z as well as Px, Py and Pz will 
he denoted by the canonically conjugat.e variables q; and p;, where the index i indicates the 
corresponding axis of the cartesian coordinate system. 

3.3 Symplectic maps 

It is convenient to use a more compact notat.ion for the phase space ( canonically conjugate) 
variables (qt,q2 ,q3 ) and (p,,p2 ,p3 ). Tlwu>fore, we collect the q;'s and p;'s into a two dimensional 
vector wit.h 2n variables 'i= ( Zt •.. zr, f wlwre 

Z2n-l = 1fn 1 Z2n = p,., n=l. · .3 (3.3) 

Let z1 ••• z6 be a set of canonical variables for a Hamiltonian dynamica) system. Suppose a 
transformation (mapping) is made t.o a tH'W set of variables Zt ... zs. Such a transformation which 
acts on fundions of z; and propagat.es t.lwm through a certain time t wiJl be called a mapping, 
and will be denoted by t.he symbol M, 

M: z;-+ z;. (3.4) 

Furthermore, let .M be a .Jacobian matrix of map M, with matrix element.s 

(3.5) 

The map M is said t.o be symplectic if t.he corresponding .Jacobian matrix M is a symplectic 
matrix. This is true if the sympled.ic condition [4] 

AlT J Al = .J, or M .J MT = .!. (3.6) 

holels (the index T means t.hat t.he matrix Af has t.o be transposed). Here .J is the 2n x 2n matrix 
and is given by: 

0 0 0 0 0 
-I 0 0 0 0 0 

J= 
0 0 0 l 0 0 (3.7) 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 

3.4 Symplectic map for time independent Hamiltonian 

Let 1{ be the Hamiltonian of some dynamica! system which is time independent, then exp( -t : 1l :) 
is the Lie transformation associat.ed wit.h '}{. Th is transformation can be used to define a map M 
which produces a new variabie z by t.he rule 

z; = exp( -t : 1l : )z; , i= 1. .. 6, (3.8) 

which can be writ.t.en as 
::; =Mz; (3.9) 
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so that, by definition 
M = exp(-t: 1{ :). (3.10) 

Note that the timet plays no essmt.ial role and may be regarcled as a simple parameter. ft is now 
possible to calculate the transfer 111ap M of a partiele when its llamiltonian is known and to write 
it in matrix form. 

If we want to solve the Ilamilt.on flow for a particular problem, a first step is to expand 1f m 
a power series about the design orbit to give an expressiotl of the form 

(3.11) 

where 1lm denotes a homogeneons polynomial of exact order m. In a polynomial of order m, only 

11 t m m-1 m-2 2 m-1 d m F Jl ') f1 }' ) tl , 1e erms zi , zi Zj, zi zi ... z; zi an zj occur. or a amt ton ow w 11c 1 maps 1e 
origin into itself, the function 1{0 is t.he constant part of the Hamiltonian and the function 1lt 
is zero. The polynomial'H 2 (kscrilws t.he paraxial approximation and the sum of polynomials 
1{3 + 1{4 + ... describes the higlwr-order wrred.ions. The secoud step to calculate the mapping for 
a particular llamiltonian, is to ralculatP t.he transformation given by Eq. (3.10). Before we will 
do this, we first need to SJH'rify sorne proJwrt.ies and the definition of the transformation which 
are explained in the following srr hsertiorrs. 

3.4.1 Definition and properties of Poisson bracket 

In the usual llamilt.onian fornrulation, t.lre time t plays the distinguished role of an independent 
variahle. That is, the eanonirally variabiPs are viewed as functions q(t), p(t) of the independent 
variabie t. In some cases it is mort' ronvPnient. to take another coordinate to be the independent 
variable. For example, considN t.hf' passagf' of a rollrction of partirles through a magnet. Then, 
it would be convenirnt to nsf' a coordinaf.f' whirh measures the progress of the orbit length of a 
partiele through the magneL 

Consider the llamilt.onian H( IJ, Jl, l) nf sorne dynamica! system and let /( q, p, t) he a dynamica! 
variabie 1 . We would like t.o know t.lw t'volut.ion of f along a trajrctory generated hy 1l(q, p, t). 
The derivative df fdt is given hy: 

riJ i) f ~ [ i) f . iJ f . ] - = - + L... -q· + -p· . 
dl iJl . ÛIJj I ()pj I 

•=I 

(3.12) 

The dot ahove q and p 1nrans difft'rt'nt.iat ion with rf'spect to the time. The canonically conjugale 
variables rj; and i>i are given hy Uanriltnn's equat.ions of motion 

. i)1{ 
1/i = -,-, 

cJp; 
. iJ'H 
/'i=--. 

ihJj 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Consequently the tot.al tinw rat.e of rhangf', df /dl along a trajectory in (q, p)-space can be written 

in the form 

(3.15) 

The sum in t.he right hand side is derwied hy a sperial symbol and is called the Poisson bracket: 

(3.16) 

1ln the following, we will consirl"r I hP. dassof fundions f(q, p, t) where f(q,p, I) = qi or Pi only. 
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so that Equation {3.15) becomes 
df ()/ 
di = öt +[!,?i]. (3.17) 

It is easily verified that the Poisson bracket (z;, Zj] (see Eq. (3.16)) is given by the relation 

(3.18) 

which is called the fundamental Poisson bracket. 
The dynamica) fundion f(q, p, t) is called a constant of motion if its total derivative dJ fdt 

vanishes. Suppose that the constant of motion does not explicitly depend on the timet (this will 
be called an integral of motion), thf'n the function f obeys the equation 

[/,?i]= 0. (3.19) 

The Poisson bracket has sewral remarkable properties. Consider two functions f(q, p, t) and 
g(q,p,t) describe the change of a dynatnical quant.ity along a trajectory, generateel by 1i(q,p,t). 
Then, the following rules are valid: 

1. Distributive propert.y 
[af+ b[J, 'H] =a(!, 1i] + b(g, 1i] (3.20) 

where a and b are (complex) constants. 

2. Antisymmetry condit.ion 

(!, 'H] = -[?i,/]. (3.21) 

3. Jacobi identity 
(!, [y, 'H]] + [y, [?i,/]]+ ['H, (!, g]] = 0. (3.22) 

4. Derivation with respect. t.o ordinary multiplication 

(!·!I· 'H] = (/, y]1i + g(J, ?i]. (3.23) 

Later on, we will use tht>sf' proJwrli•~s in the cakulation of the transfer maps. 

3.4.2 Lie operators and Lie transformations 

Let f( z;) and g( z;) be two funct.ions, \\:lil' re the time acts as an independent variable. With each 
Ilamilt.onian?i, there is a Lie operator: 1i: associated with the Ilamiltonian?i which acts on the 
functions f(z;) and g(z;). The Lie oJwrator is deHned in termsof Poisson brackets by 

: 'H: f = ['H,f]. (3.24) 

In an analogous way, powt>rs of: 1{ : are ddined by taking repeated Poisson brackets. For example 
: 1i :2 is defined by the relat.ion 

: 'H :2 I= ['H, [1i, J]]. (3.25) 

Furthermore, : 1{ :0 is deflned t.o he the identity operator. Evident.ly, Lie operators, as well as 
their powers, are linear operators and rull's as given in Eqs. (3.20)-( 4) are applicable. For• the 
same reason, the sum of two Lie operators is again a Lie operator. The Jacobi identity and the 
derivation can be writt.en in thf' fonn (tJ] 

: 'H : (!,!I] = (: 'H : /,!I]+[/,: 1i : g], (3.26) 
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Since the powersof: 1l : have heen defined, it is also possible to deal with power series in : 1l :. 
Of part.icular importance is the power sPries of exp(: 1l : ). Th is is called the Lie transformation 
associated with the Lie operator : '}{ : and is defined by 

oo ·1{ .n 
exp(: 1l :) = L -· -,-· . 

n. 
n=O 

The action of exp(: 1l :) on a fundion f is then given by 

exp(: 1l :)f = f +[?i,/]+ [?i,[~,/]]+ .... 
2. 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The Lie transformation has several rt>markable properties. One of these properties, is that the Lie 
transformation which acts on the product of two fundions has the following isomorphism property: 

exp(: 1l :)(!!1) = exp(: 1i :)f · exp(: 1i :)g. (3.29) 

A nother remarkable property of t.he Lie transformation is that a Lie transformation on a function 
is to perform a Lie transformation on its arguments. One can derive that [4] 

exp(: '}{ :)f(z) = f[exp(: 1l :)z]. (3.30) 

We a lso want to state the Camplwll- BakPr- 11 ausdorff-formula [5], which computes the combining 
of the exponentials: 

exp(v: f :) exp(tv: g :) = exp(: h :) (3.31) 

with 
vw v2w 2 vw2 

2 
h = vf + tv!J + T(f, !I]+ J2 : f: g + 12: Y: f + · · · (3.32) 

Here, v and w are two arhitrary constant.::;. 

3.4.3 Factorization properties 

Now, we have formed a Lie algelHa, where t.he Lie t.ransformations exp(: f :) are symplectic maps. 
The question remains if it is possible to writ.t> any symplectic map in exponential form. To answer 
this question we need the factorization tlworem [5]. 
Lel M be a symplectic 71WJ1piug which map.~ the origin info ilself. Thai is, the relalion between 
the z; 's and z; 's is assumed to be exprcssiblc in a power series of the form 

Z; = L L;j Zj + higher-order terms in z;. 
j 

(3.33) 

Where L;j is the first-order lmu.~frr wap. 
Under these conditions t.he map M can Iw writt.en as a product of Lie transformations ( factored 

product representat.ion, see [5]), 

M = ... exp(: h :)exp(: h :)exp(: ft :)exp(: /o :), (3.34) 

where t.he fundions f". are homogeneons polynomials of exact order m in the variables Zt ••• Z6. 

Suppose that the fadored product. rt>prt>sPnt.at.ion Eq. (3.34) is truncated at any point. Then 
the resulting expressi011 is still a symplectic map because each term in the product is a symplectic 
map. Also, if truncation consistsof dropping all terms beyond exp(: fm :) forsome m, then the 
truncated map still is in agreement with the original map up to order (m-1) in z. 

The factorization eau be split in the following terms 

exp(: h :) ..___._.. 
quadratic 

, exp(: /3 :) , exp(: /4 :) ... ..___._.. ..___._.. 
cubic 
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If one drops all terms beyond those invalving the quadratic polynomials, this wiJllead toa lowest 
order approximat.ion for M whirh is t>quivalent to the paraxial "Gaussian opties" approximation, 
a lso called first-order approximat.ion. The remaining factors ... exp(: / 4 :) exp(: fa :) represent 
non-linear corrections to the first-order approximation. 

Substitution of the expansion (3.11) in Eq. (3.10) yields 

M = exp[-t(: 'Ho : +: 'Ht : +: 'H2: +: 1la: + ... )] 

= ... t>xp(: h :) t>xp(: h :) exp(: h :) exp(: /o :). (3.35) 

Since the constant part of t.he llamilt.onian is independent of phase-space coordinates, the Lie 
operator : 1{0 :, operat.ing on phase spare coordinates always yields zero. The operator : 1lt : 
operating on phase spare coordinat.f's also yields zero. Therefore, exp(: / 0 :) and exp(: h :) are 
unit.y operators. 

The calculat.ion of h and h ran Iw rarriPd out. with aid of the forma) integral identity, see ref. 
[5]. One finels the result.s 

f2 = -I {I dr t'Xp[ Ti : '}{I :]'}{2 
Jo 

h = -11 1 

dr exp[rt : 'H2 :]'Ha 

!4 = -1 rl dr exp[rt: 'Ha :]'}{4 
Jo 

(3.3fl) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

etc. where h can bt> writ.t.t>n as h = -/'}{ 2 si nee the operator exp(: 1lt :) is the unity operator. 

3.5 Examples of Lie algebraic tools 

The tools introduct>d in t.his rhaptn willnnw Iw used to calculat.e t.he transfer mapsof three simp Ie 
opt.ical elements, nanwly a drift. span', a tuagnt>t.ic quadrupale and a homogeneons magnetie-field 
sector magnet. We considt>r lwrt> ult.ra-rPiat.ivistic Plectrons, travelling at the speed of light. 

Drift space 

Consider a field-free spare, wlwrt' t.lw sralar and vector potent.ials art> zero. The Ilamiltonian 
1l which describt>s a part.irlt> with a 111ass mand a momentum Pr, is given by: 

(3.39) 

The Ilamiltonian ran h<> split. in hmuo)!;PIIPOIIS polynomials of order m. All polynomials are equal 
to zero except 1{2 • The Lif' t.ransfonnat.ion whirh arts on the r.anonically variabie x can be written 

as 

(3.40) 

The Poisson bracket ['H2, x]= -pr/111 and all ot.her Poisson brackets are zero, so that we obtain 

M;r = ''xp(-t: 1l :)x= x+ tPr. 
m 

(3.41) 

The same can be clone for the LiP transformation which acts on the canonically variabie Pr·.The 
result of these calculations can Iw writ.t.en in matrix notation: 

(3.42) 
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Since the canonical momenturn Px is equal to the kinetic momenturn me, the distance L a par
tiele travels in a time t is equal to L = cl. The matrix representation is equal to the representation 
of Eq. (2.7) where Px/IJo =x'. Because the terrus of the homogeneous polynomials ?lm of order 
3 and higher are equal to zero t.he higher-order effects are also zero. 

Magnetic quadrupole 

Consider an ideal magnetic quadrupole of length L. Here we neglect end effects and assume 
perfect magnetie-field symmet.ry. The roordinates definition is shown in tigure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Definilion of a caT'frsian coor·dinate sy.stem for the descritJtion of charged partiele 
trajectories in a qttadrupo/e. 

The Hamiltonian 1i which describes t.he motion of an electrically charged partiele in a magnetic 
quadrupole is given by: 

(3.43) 

where Pi - eAi = Pi is the kinet.ir. moJJwrlt.um, the following scalar and vector potentials are 
applicable: 

1/• =0 
A,. = Az = 0 (3.44) 

a 2 2 A, = - 2(z -x ) 

with a = oBzfox. The reference orbit. of a reference partiele with some reference energy in a 
quadrupole passes through t.he renter of t.he quadrupole. The reference orbit can be written by 
the equations 

p. =po, 
P.r = !J, 
Pz = 0, 

s =ct+ constant 
r=O 
z = 0. 

After a transformation to the following IJ amiltonian I< = - P,, where s is the independent 
variabie 

/{=-
E2 ? ea 2 2 
-- 1n-c2 - p2 - p2 - -(z -x ) c2 o x z 2 • (3.45) 
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we describe the partiele movement, in the ultra relativistic case, with respect to a reference tra
jectory with the energy E = cp. The Hamilton flow generated by I< does not lead to a mapping 
of the origin of phase spare int.o it.self. This eau be remedied by working with a different set of 
canonical variables. One can verify t.hat t.his change of variables is a canonical transformation and 
arises from the transformation function 

F2(q, p) = XIÎx + ZPz + ( ~- t)(E + cp'"u) 
c 

In termsof these new variables, it is evident that the design orbit can be taken to he given by the 
equations 

(1 = :r = z = r~ = Px = Pz = 0, 

where the tildes have been negled.ed in order to simplify notation. After this simple canonical 
transformation, we get the following Hamiltonian: 

(3.46) 

Writing the Hamilt.onian as a sum of holllogeneous polynomials of ordermin x, z, Px. Pz and r~ 
yields 

H=Ho+Ht+H2+H3+··· 

=0 
=0 

2 2 = Pr+ Pz _ ~(z2 _ x2) 
2Po 2 
1'~ pl1(p; + p~) 

- 2pÖ- 2pÖ 

}{ 1 is equal to zero, this means that the mapping preserves the origin of phase-space. The transfer 
map M is then given by 

M = exp( -I: /1 :) = exp( -/(: H2+: H3: + ... )), (3.47) 

here is I the independent. variabie ( dist.anre through the quadrupole instead of the time t). The 
mapping can also be writ.t.en in fart.orf>d product form, as shown in Eq. (3.35). The functions 
h and /3 are obtained by suhst.it.ut.ion of /12 , H3 etc. in Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) where t is replaced 
by /. The results of the calculat.ion of t.he first. and secoud-order terms are: 

1. first-order terms 

The secoud-order Hamilt.onian ran he split into three parts, i.e. for the three independent 
dimensions. This separat.ion int.o' t.hree parts is not strictly necessary, but it simplifies the 
calculations. The canoniral variahks (1, x, z, p11 , Px and Pz are independent and conju
gate, the Poisson brackets and t.lw Lie t.ransformations eau be calculated separately. The 
separation is given by: 

with 

One can now calculate the first-order transfer' matrix. Because the Hamiltonian eau be split 
into three parts t.hey are cakulated St'parately, we need not to calculate 

(3.48} 
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but can evaluate the three part.s separately. The matrix for the longitudinal motion is given 
by: 

(3.49) 

The resulting matrices for the transverse motions are more complicated. In contrast to the 
longitudinal motion, the power series of the Lie transformation, see Eq. (3.27) does not 
truncate at a particttlar term but is infinite. Evaluating, for example, exp( -I : H~ :)x yields 

where k denot.es t.he quantit.y 

In this case we note that 

( 

k2[2 k4[4 ) 
l - - .. -, + -41 - ... 

2. . 

(
. k3[3 ) 
kl- -, + ... 

:J. 

= cos(k/) 

= sin(k/). 

For the transverse motions the transfer matrices are given by: 

exp( -/: H~ :) ( J: ) = ( cos(k/) k~o sin(k/) ) ( x ) 
Px -kpo sin(k/) cos(k/) Px 

exp( -/ : H~ :) ( z ) = ( cosh(k/) k~o sinh(k/) ) ( z ) . 
Pz kp0 sinh( kl) cosh( kl) Pz 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

The transfer matrices as given in Eqs. (3.49), (3.51) and (3.52) are exactly the same as the 
on es given in, e.g. ref. (6]. Collecting all six degrees of freedom in a 6 x6 matrix yields fora 
quadrupole of length L: 

0 () 0 0 0 
(7 0 1 0 0 0 0 (7 

p,. 
0 0 cos( kt) f- sin(kl) 0 0 

p,. 
x "T'o x 

= Pz 0 0 -k]Jo sin(k/) cos( kl) 0 0 Pz 
z 0 0 0 0 cosh(k/) f- sinh(kl) z 

p,. 
I=L 

·po p,. 
1=0 

0 0 0 0 kpo sinh(kl) cosh(kl) 
(3.53) 

2. secoud-order terms 

Sofarit has been shown that exp(: h :) reproduces the usual tirst-order matrix representa
tion to charged partiele beam opties. The next term to compute is fa. Observe that H3 can 
be written in the form 
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where we have split the Hamiltonian in terrus of different canonically variables in the same 
manner as for the tirst.-order t.erms: 

H" = p~ 
3 -2p2 

02 

Hgr p"pr = - 2p2 
02 

H"Z = p"pz 
3 - 2p~ 

Now, we are going to make use of Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) to calculate f 3 . We cao calculate 
the secoud-order effects of t.he three Hamiltonians independently, we split la in three parts: 

If we want to know nz t.hen we llf'Pd t.o ralrulate exp(r/: H2 :]H3Z. If we make use of Eq. 
(3.30} we cao evaluat.e t.he argunwnt. of t.he Ilamiltonian 

I 
~ exp(r/: H2 :)p"p~. 
~Po 

Using Eq. (3.29}, t.his can be separat.ed into three parts 

I . 
~ (exp(rl: H2 :)p" exp(r/: H2 :)pz exp(r/: H2 :)pz]. 
2po 

These three exponent.ials are al ready known, see tirst-order calculations. The results of these 
tirst-order calculat.ions have t.o be su hst.it.uted int.o the integral: 

(3.54) 

carry out t.he int.egrat.ion, and t.he second-order term is known. Carrying out the calculations, 
finally yield 

f .":r = lp" [ 2 (I sin 2k/) 
.i 411~ Pr + 2kl 

. 2 ( 1, ) 2 (I _ sin(2kl)) +x "·PO kl ' 2. 
+ ;rp;po (1-cos(2kl))] 

r= = lp" [ 12 (I sinh(2kl)) 
,J 4p~ 1 z + 2kl 

2 ('·. ) 2 (I sinh(2k/)) 
-:; "'Jio - 2kl 

zp.po ] +-i- (I- cosh(2k/)) . 

This complet.es the calrulat.ion of /3. 

Observe that all terms in h and la are independent of u. This means that the map M leaves 
p" as it should do sinre t.he energy is ronserveel in a static magnetic tiel<l. Observe that all terms 
in la contain at least one term of p". This lllf'ans t.hat fa is zero at the design energy. 
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Consequently, in the r.ase of a perfect. quadrupole, /3 describes purely chromatic effects. 

Magnetic dipole witb normal eutry and exit 

For the sake of simplicity, the disr.ussion of dipale magnets wil! be limited to the case of normal 
entry and exit as illustrated in figure 3.2 where we have a homogeneaus magnetic field. Also the 
discussion of fringe field effer.t.s wil! be omitt.ed although they are important. 

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.1) is rewrit.t.en in cylindrical coordinates 

(3.55) 

where 1/J is zerofora homogeneaus bending magnet and Ar = Az = 0 and A11 = -rBo/2. We reeall 
that Pr, P11 and Pz are t.he r.anonira' momenta. Sinr.e the components Ar = Az = 0, we see that 
the canonical moment.a are equal t.o t.lw killf•tir. momenta, i.e. Pr = mvr = Pr and Pz = nwz = Pz. 
The Hamiltonian H' = -P11 , where 0 is t.he independent variabie is given by: 

H' = -r· 

\ 
\ 
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Figure 3.2: Normal eutry dipale magnet in cylindrical coordinates. 

(3.56) 

Let p0 be the moment.um of t.he design orbit (reference particle). Then the d'esign orbit in the 
dipale is a circular are with radius Ro given by the familiar relation 

Po 
Ro = eBo · 

In terms of these quantit.ies t.he referenre t.rajer.t.ory is given by the following equations 

Pr = 0, 
Pz = 0, 

Jl~ =Jin, 

r· = Ro 
z=O 

ct 
r/J = - +constant. 

Ho 

(3.57) 
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As in the case of the quadrupole, it is r.onvenient to introduce new coordinates which facilitate 
expansion about the design orbit .. Let ll be the new Hamiltonian which eau be calculated after 
a canonical transformation to new coordinates to assure the preservation of the origin of phase 
space. The Hamiltonian is given by the relation [5] 

(3.58) 

The distance between the design orbit. and the actual orbit in the bending plane is denoted by 
x and the energy E is given by E = cp. Again we expand H in a power series about the design 
orbit. One finds for the first few terms the result 

_ Rnro 
- 2 
=0 

We are now ready to consider the symplt>d.ir map M, produced by following the llamiltonian flow 
specified by H. Si nee 0 now plays t.he role of an independent variable, the map M can be written 
in the form 

M = exp(-0: H :). (3.59) 

where 0 is a positive quantit.y equal to t.he bend angle as illustrated in tigure 3.2. With this 
explanation, the sympled.ic map can lH" writ.t.en in the form 

M = exp[-0(: l/2: +: H3: + ... )]. (3.60) 

Here again,: Ho : and: H1 :are equal to zero. We calculate again the first and secoud-order terms 
in the case of a llamiltonian that. descrihf's a c.harged partiele in a homogenemts bending magnet. 

1. fi rst-order 

\\'e writ.e H2 as a sum of llm'e lnms mutunlly in involution, 

//~ 

'IJ~ 

ll2"' 

The evaluation of exp( -0 : H ~ :) is st.raight.forward. The calculation of 11~ + urr, however, 
requires a bit more work, because t.his term dependsof three variables, narnely x, Pr and Pa· 
The results of these calculat.ions are 

exp( -0 • H i ) ( ;, ) = ( ~ 0 ~: ) ( ;, ) (3.61) 

exp(-0 •112' + /lf •) (i) 
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r.os 9 
Ro . 

0 -Slll 0 
Ro(1- cosO) 

Po po 

(i) · Po . cos 9 0 
smO 

- Ro sm 9 Po 

-sin 9 
Ro(l-cosO) 

1 
Ro(sin 9- 0) 

Po Po 

(3.62) 

0 0 0 1 

Since the first-order terms are now calculated it is possible to calculate the secoud-order 

terms /3. 

2. secoud-order 

We separate Ha into t.hree part.s 

with, 

H""' 3 

JltYZ 
3 

Since the calrulations are ext.ensive, we will only consider a mono-energetic beam so that 
p" = 0. We will only look at. the transverse higher-order effects of the motion of a charged 
part iele. In this case, H 3 is reduced t.o 

xp2 xp2 
H = ll"' +Hz = ~ + _z 3 3 3 2po 2po' 

(3.63) 

where we only have time independent contributions to the secoud-order effects. When we 
use formula (3.37) we can cakulat.e h = f~ + J;. The results are 

:q12 . • x2p"' 
Ij= ~(sm3 9-sm9)--R (cos3 0-cos9) 

2po 2 o 
J:3J.Io . 3 9 ~~~ Ro ( 1 3 0) 

---,1 Slll - --2 - COS 
6Hö 6p0 

(3.64) 

and 

f z 1'; [ · 0 RoP x ( 0 1 )] 3 = --,. -. J:Slll + -- COS - • 
2po Po 

(3.65) 

Now, we want t.o evaluat.e t.he secoud-order terms. In the case we want to know the secoud
order coefficients of, for example, t.he horizontal plane motion, we need to calculate 

MJ: = exp(: h :) · exp(: h :)x+ 0(3). (3.66) 

Recalling that t.he subst.it.ut.ion of exp(: h :)x = x cos 9 + Px sin 0 yields: 

Mx = cos 9 [exp(: h :)x)+ Ro sin 0 [exp(: /3 :)po). 
Po 

(3.67) 

The direct evaluat.ion of exp(: h : )J: is pt>rmissible because of the properties of the Lie 
operators. Calculation of, for t>xample, exp(: /~ :)x yields 

xp x 2 

exp(: J; :)x= J: + _::.(sin 3 9- sin 9) + -;--R (cos3 9- cos 9)-
Po 2 o 

p;~o (cos3 (}- 1) + 0(3) 
Po 
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where 0(3) denotes all terms of order 3 and higher in the variables x, Pr, z and Pz. 

Similar calculations can he done for Pr, z and Pz to calculate the secoud-order coefficients 
for a homogenous bending magnet. For a special case, a 180° homogeneons bending magnet, 
we get for the first- and second-order coefficients 

Mx 
2R 2R 

= -X + Pr 0 + Pz 0 + 0(3) 
p~ p~ 

= -Pr + 0(3) 
1r RoPz 2PrPz Ro 0(3) =z+--- 2 + 

Po Po 
= Pz + 0(3) 

If we use as definition that x'= Pr/Po and z' = PzfpO, then we can compare the analytica! re
sults with numerical calculations. The result.s for the three different cases: drift space, quadrupale 
and bending magnet, shown above are identical to the results as obtained from the numerical code 
COSY INFINITY [ll) for first.- and secoud-order results. First-order calculations with the code 
TRANSPORT (7) were identical in all cases. Secoud-order results, however, for a homogeneaus 
bending magnet were identical t.o t.he analytica) calculations for the horizontal plane, but were 
different for the vertical plane. Since the result.s from COSY INFINITY and the analytica) re
sults were identical, it is likely that. TRANSPORT does not compute the secoud-order coefficients 
correctly in the vertical plane for hornoge1wous bending magnets. 



Chapter 4 

Magnetic field measurements 

4.1 Experimental setup 

In this chapter we descri Iw t.he magnet.ic lidd measnrements in the median plane of the two sector 
magnets. Furthermore, we JHf'sPnt. a procPdnre for a reproducible adjustment of the magnetic 
field strengtiL Moreover, from t.lw IIJPasmPment.s, we will check the applicability of the hard-edge 
approximation. In the cakulations so far, we assumed uniform magnetic field distributions, and 
from the measurement.s, we will SPP how accurate this assumption is. 

To measure the magnf't.ic field Wt' use a Hall-probe (SIEMENS, model SVB613, size l x lmm2) 

which is placed on a X-Y tablf' so that. thf' Hall-probe is movable (see tigure 4.1). Step motors, 
allowing a minimum st.f'psizP of O.O:l!J 111111 are used to posit.ion the Hall probe. Although it is 
our aim to measure t.IH' magndic fiPid in t.he median plane, we measured the magnetic field in a 
plane, slightly ahove t.he median plane (ahout 1 mm) due to the housing of t.he Hall-probe. The 
resulting error in the magnetic field val11es is of t.he order of a few Gauss. The Hall voltage (with 
a stability of 10-4 ) is calibrat.Pd using NI\IR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) measurements. These 
NI\1R measurements yield ahsolut.e vahtt's of the magnet.ic field. 

Mo.gnet 

y X-Y to.ble 

Figurf' 4.1: E1'li!Timrulal sclup for magnrlic field mra.mr·cmrnls. 
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A control/interface system is used to posit.ion the Hall probe and to read the Hall voltage. 
This control/interface unit consist.s of a PIIYDAS computersystem (15) and a personal computer. 
The PHYDAS system contains interfaces for controlling of the step motors and for converting the 
Hall voltage (16 bits ADC). The personal computer is used as a fileserver and as a monitor. 

A 200 A power supply with a stability of 10-5 is used to power the magnet coils. For the water 
cooling of the magnet coils a c.ooling machine has been used. 

4.2 Excitation 

The magnetic field in the air gap of the bending magnets depends on the magnet history. First of 
all, we have measured the magnetic field BN M R as function of the excitation current (35 A < I I I< 
195 A) in the high field sector region (sector 2).The NMR probe was situated at approximately 
10 cm inside the magnet 20 cm from the pole-edge, see cross in figure 4.5. Figure 4.2 shows the 
hysteresis curves, which is obtained by polynomial interpolation of the measured magnetic fields. 
The arrows indicat.e the cycling direction of the excitation current. As follows from this figure, 
the nomina! excitation rurrent is about 144 A to obtain a magnetic field of 0.60 Tin sector 2. 
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Figure 4.2: M ra.~ttr•cd magnrtic jir/d JIN~~ u a.~ a Ju netion of excitalion current. The arrotos in dieale 
the cycling dircelion of tlu: cxcitaliou curTcut. Thr solid line indicale.~ thc lcft magnel, thc dashcd 
line indicales thc r·ight magnct. 

The ditTerenee in magnetic Held bet.wPen the upper and lower branch of th~ hysteresis curve 
is about 200 Gauss. For low excitation rmrent.s, the relation between the excitation current and 
the magnetic field BNIIIR is linear. At higher excit.ation currents, the iron tends to saturate. The 
relative measuring accuracy of t.he excit.at.ion rurrent is about 0.2% using shunt measurements and 
the absolute measuring acrurary of BNMTI is about 2 Gauss. 
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In figure 4.2, we SPe a systematic difTPrence in magnetic field strength between the left and 
right magnet. The ditTerenee is about 60 Gauss for I = 150 A, and caooot be explained by the 
inaccuracy of the currt>nt and B N M R measurements. A reasonable explanation for this ditTerenee 
is a difference in flux distribution between both magnets, since the pole-faces are different. To 
quantify this, consider the following sit.uation. As a model of our magnets, we consider a simple 
H-type magnet as shown in figure 4.:3. 

sector Mo.gnet 

Meollo.n 
--+-+plo.ne 

coil 

Figure 4.3: Definition of thr inlegrafion 7mth for flux calculation in a Il-type magnet. 

Evaluating the Ampere's law of one 111agnet on a closed integration path yields 

f( - 1 Biron H,t)ds=Nl-+ --di+Bog=JtoNI, 
L Jliron 

( 4.1) 

where H is the magnet.ic. field, L the int.Pgrat.ion path through the magnet, I the current in the 
magnet coil, g the air gap and N the nuruher of loops of wire. The magnetic permeability in iron 
and air is JloJliron and Jto, resped.ively. Because of flux conservation, we have 

(4.2) 

where Sa and Sb are the ditff'rent area's where the magnetic flux comes through, 8 0 is the average 
magnetic field in the air gap and < Bin•n > is the average magnetic field in the iron. Replacing 
J Birondl by < Biron >< L > and subst.it.ut.ion of Eq. (4.2) yields in a rough approximation 

(4.3) 

As aresult of the pole face modificat.ion, t.he area Sb for the leftand right magnet is different. For 
first-order small variations of s·b, we obt.ain by differentiation: 

( 4.4) 
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In our case, we take the average integration length < L >=1.4 m, Yt=17 mm, 92=20 mm, 
lliron= 2000 and d8b/8b=0.15, so that dB0 is about 40 Gauss. This is a rea.c:;onahle explanation 
for magnetic field dilTerences in the weasurements of the hysteresis curve, here we find a dilTerenee 
of 60 Gauss. 

4.3 Field map measurements 

We have also measured the map of the magnetic field in the air gap of the bending magnets. The 
field maps have been mea.c:;ured on a geometrical mesh with mesh sizes of 10 x 10mm2

• Figure 4.4 
represents the field map {(X, Y) I -0.2 ~ X ~ 0.5 m, 0 ~ Y ~ 1.10 m} for the left magnet at 
a nomina) excitation etJrrent of 144 A. The location of the small 'sinks', which have a depth of 
about 2% in the magnetic field correspond to the location of the bolts that are used to fix the pole 
plate. Special attention is paid to the fact that the orbits of the particles are as far as possible 
away from these bolts, see ref. [1]. This wiJl be discussed in chapter 5. 

1.1 

0.6 

0.4 

B [T] 
0.2 

0.0 

Figure 4.4: 3-Dimrnsionaf r·rprr.~rnfnfiml of thc mra.~urcd magnetic firld B in the median plane of 
the lcft magnet. 

Another methad of relnesenting t.he magnetic field distribution is shown in figure 4.5. In this 
figure, equimagnetic field contours are shown. When we look to the field measurements in detail, 
see figure 4.5, we see that. the strengtiJ of the magnetic field in the eentres of the magnets are 
about 3% lower with respect. t.o t.he magnf'!.ic field near the edges. 
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Figure 4.5: Equimagnrtic field co11four.ç for the. lrft (a), (b) and riglli (c) bending magnet as 
obtaine.d fmm measurrmrnfs. (a) Is lhr jicld ma11 aft er rwwving iron Jor the extraction orbit, and 
(b) indicale.s the. .5ifuatiou brfor·r 1/11' pole-piair modificalion. The labels de.note. the magnelic field 
relalive to 0. 6 T. 

The pole plat.es of t.he left magnet havt> heen modified for the 75 MeV extraction orbit. The 
measurements for t.he !l'ft. magnt>t. have hePn represent.ed before (b) and after (a) this modification. 
We see the difference of a bout I% in t.llf' rorrespomling magnetic field val u es of the equimagnetic 
field contours at the same location. The lidd distribution of the right magnet has not changed 

significantly aft.er the magnet has !wen reassemhlt>d. 
An important. point. of eoncern is a reprodudble adjustment of the magnetic field strength. We 

investigated two procedures to achieve t.his goal. 

l. Magnet cycling procedure. 

2. Ilysteresis curve procedure. 

As au experimental setup we used a Nl\IH.-probe which was placed inside the magnet at a posit.ion 
of 10 cm and 20 cm from the magnet coil insiele sedor 2, see figure 4.5. 

For the first procedure, t.IH' magnt>t.s ar1' submit.t.ed to a st.rong and well defined cycling proce
dure (figure 4.6). The excitation current for the magnets is set to the nomina! excitation current 
(2-3 min.), and t.hen set to zPro ( 1-2 min.). lf t.his is repeated several times, the magnetic field of 
0.60 T is reproduced wit.hin:} <:auss as nwasured by the NMR-device. 

For the secmld procedure, t.he currf'Ill. is set to about 190 A for a perioei of 15 min. Then, 
the excitation current. is reduced t.o the nomina! value for the conesponding magnet on the upper 
branch of the hysteresis curve. The reprodudhility of this metbod is also 3 Gauss. 

· For both procedures, it. is irnportant. t.hat. t.he timing of the cycling is reproduced within several 
seconds, because ot.herwise the magnet.ic fiPltl strength is not reproducible. 

Decause the left and right. magnet ar!' not ident.ical as we have noticed already before1 the 

nomina! excitation current.s are different for bot.h magnets: 

Left magnet : 144.4 A 
Right magnet: 148.4 A 
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when we make use of the Hyst.erPsis curve procedure. 

noMino.l 
current [IJ 

1 2 3 4 5 
tiMe [Min] 

6 

Figurt> -1.(): Jlf agnet cycliug 11rocedttre.. 

7 

The two different met.hods of rrpmduribiliiy give similar results for the magnetic field dist.ri
hut.ion, so from this point of view, we rannot. judge which one of the two procedures is preferable. 
The second method is less t.irne coHsuJning, and may be advantageous. The magnetic field distri
bution has a dip of 3% when we uwke use of the magnet rycling procedure. When the hysteresis 
curve procedure is used, a field-dip of o11ly 2% is found. This difference has no significant effect 

on the partiele trajertories. 



Chapter 5 

Higher-order effects calculations 

In this chapter we will discuss t.he eled.rnn-optical properties and the higher-order effects of the 
microtron. The analysis lwre is limit.ed t.n t.he transverse motion only. Several properties of t.he 
microtron are calculat.ed, for example t.lw tunes and acceptances for the horizontal and vertical 
plane, the beam-envelope in the horizontal and vertical plane and higher-order effects. Special 
attention is paid to the inject.ion and Pxt.ract.ion orbit. 

Numerical orbit integration, has been made possible by a new feature of the pre-release of 
the code COSY INFINITY [19]. Frorn t.lw resulting trajectories, the tunes, acceptances etc. are 
calculated. We make use of t.he measmPd magnetic field maps of the two sector magnets of the 
mierotrou as discussed in chapt.rr 4. Thr data of the measurements are implementeel in COSY 
INFINITY. An array is filled with tlw tnagnetic field strength of the bending magnets with a grid 
of IOxlO mm2, see figure 5.1, and t.he maximum magnetic field is set to be 0.6048 T for the left 
magnet and 0.6096 T for the right magnet [1]. Here we rotateel the field data over an angle Tof 

4 degree and the elistance between t.he magnets on the cavity axis (L) is 1 m. The transfer map 

for the cavity is given hy Eq. {2.11). 

L 

L 
Figure 5.1: Srtup of field nwp-5 a-5 11.5ed for numerical calculation.5. 

41 
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The calculations were done for eledrons that are injected at a kinetic energy of 10 MeV at a 
distance of 0.5 m from the right magnet.. The electroos are rotated 180 degrees and accelerated 
to 15 Me V, after 13 successive turns the electroos have an energy of 75 Me V after the last cavity 
passage. In their last orbit, they pass through the left magnet before extraction. The calculations 

are stopped when the electrous are 0.5 m away from the left magnet. 
A seventh-order Runge Kutta algorit.hm with automatic step size control [17] is programmed 

in the COSY language. The accurary is close to machine precision in the code COSY INFINITY. 
We will make use of the fundion MF which uses the Runge Kutta algorithm, see the appendix. 
A gaussian magnetic field int.erpolat.ion routine calculates the magnetic field between grielpoints 

with the following expressi011 ( see [ 19]): 

u gives the elistance from t.he point (x 0 , y0 ) t.hat is summed over (N = 5u)
1

, i.e. the number of 
grielpoints that is used for int.erpolation, X i and Yi are positions in the two independent directions 
of the measured grid and 6.r and 6y are the distauces between the gridpoints. 

The correction magnets, see figure 1.2, t.hat are to be placed between the two magnets in order 
to assure close orbits have been neglertecl. This is no problem because they are only for small 
corrections of the reference orbit, and we cakulate transfer matrices of the relative orhits. 

5.1 Numerical calculations of electron-optica! properties 

First of all, we have cakulated t.he tunes Qx and Qz for the horizontal and vertical plane, respec
tively. The result.ing tunes are shown in ligure 5.2, solid lines where the dasbed lines refer to the 
previous mentioned hard-edge result.s, inrluding fringing fields. In all cases, the cavity is included. 
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Figure 5.2: Horizontal and verlical tune as calculated in hard-edge case, dotted line, dashed line 
as calculated with TRANSPORT with 12 from measurements and tvith numerical calculatio'ns of 

the measured field ma]l, with COSY INFTNITY, solid line. 

1 The choice of t:r is t.ypical bet. ween 1 an•l 'l. 
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In the horizontal plane, t.he tune is a bout 1.1 (fractional tune is 0.1 ). The hard-edge approx
imation shows a smal! decrease from 1.0 to 0.8 for energies higher than 30 Me V, whereas in th~ 
actual case, the tune is about l.I. In t.he vertical plane, we see a significant difference between 
the actual situation and the hard-edge situation. These ditTerences are merely caused by the in
adequate description of fringing fields by TRANSPORT. This means that the difference at higher 
energies becomes less, which is also indicated in ligure 5.2. The ditTerences in periodicity of the 
betatron-oscillations leads to stronger defocusing in the vertical plane and this means that larger 
vertical beam sizes occur. Another effect that has to betaken into account is the magnetic field 
distribution. In the hard-edge cakulations and in the calculations from TRANSPORT, homoge
neaus bending magnets are used, but measurements show that the magnetic field distribution is 
inhomogeneous. Therefore, we observe some smal! tune shifts due to the magnetic field gradient. 

Besides the tunes, anotl1er important property is the acceptance. To calculate the acceptance, 
we calculate numerirally the trajectories of particles with initia! positions and divergences and we 
count the number of particles thr~t. were suecessfully transporteel through the mierotron. For this 
purpose, a Pascal program ha.c;; lwf'n writ.t.t'tl. The partiele that goes beyoud the aperture from 
the reference t.rajectory, is lost.. Ht're t.lw half-aperture is taken to be 5 mm. Figure 5.3 shows the 
resulting pha.c;;e-spaees at. injt>cl ion. The acrf'pt.ances in the horizontal and vertical plane are 35 
mm.mrad and 47 mm.mrad, respt>ct.ivdy. 
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Figure 5.3: lJo,·izontal and vertical acceplance al injeclion {10 Me V). 

Here, we not.ice again t.hat. in t.hr horizontal plane, the acceptance changes only slightly from 
40 mm.mrad to 35 tnm.mrad. In t.lw wrt.ical, however, plane the acceptance changes from 14 
mm.mrad to 47 mm.mrad. In t.he vert.ical plane the acceptance has improved significantly. This 
leadsus to the condusion t.hat. t.he elfeet of the fringing fieldsis such, that it reduces the blow-up of 
the beam in the vertical plane. To visualist' t.his, we have plott.ed sorne t.rajectories in the vertical 
plane (figure 5.4) for a paralid lwam and for a divergent beam. 
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Figure 5.4: Trajectoriesin lhe verfiralplaue fora parallel beam and a divergent beam al injeclion. 
(a) zo=-1..+1 mm aud zb=O, (b) :(1=-1 .. +1 mrad aud z0 =0. 

5.2 Injection and extraction orbit 

1. Injection orbit. 

For proper inject.ion of t.lw P!Pct.rnn b~·an1 int.o t.he microtron, several opt.ical elements such as 
(small) bending magnets and qundrupole magnets are to be usecl. It is therefore important 
that we know t.he exact injt>clion lncation of the 10 MeV electron beam. This calculation 
bas also been done wit.h COSY INFINITY by rakulating backwarels the 10 MeV trajectory, 
starting at t.he cent.re of the ravity. The result.ing trajectory is indicat.ed .by the continuons 
curve in figure 5.5, t.he magnet is indirat.ed srhematically. The electron beam is to be injected 
at a distance of 120 mm from t.lw ravit.y axis at an angle of 14.4 mrad as indicated in the 
figure. 
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Figure 5.5: lnjcction orbit a8 oblaiurd fmm n~tmcrical orbit calculations from COSY !NFINITY. 

2. Extraction orbit 

For extrad.ion, it. is favourable t.hat. t.he 75 MeV orbit is bent less than 180° in the left 
magnet. A bending angle of less t.han 180° can be ac.hieved by a pole profile as indicated 
in figure 1.2. The design of t.he t.hird sector is such that there should be no edge-focusing 
at the border of sector 2 and 3, t.his will be checked in the following paragraph. Numerical 
calculations of the extrart.ion orbit. show that the particles are extracted with an angle of 
6.4 degree with respect t.o t.he cavit.y-axis. The resulting trajectory is shown in figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Extraction oT'l>it as ohlaiucd from lllWHTical orbit calculations ttsing COSY INFINITY 

To check if edge-fowsing is rwgligih]P at. t.he border of sector 2 and 3, the gradient dB/dn 
of the magnetic field perpendicular t.o t.hl' t.rajectory of the electrous in the horizontal plane are 

shown in figure 5.7. 
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M cV electrons. 
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We take a look at the 70 MeV traject.ory, indicated by the solid line. Here, we notice the 
focusing effect at the entrance of the magnet, defocusing at the border of sector 1 and 2 in the 
horizontal plane and defocusing at the exit of the bending magnet. For the 75 MeV trajectory, 
indicated by the da.c;hed line, we see an extra small defocusing at the border of sector 2 and 3, and 
a small focusing effect at the exit of the sector magnet instead of a defocusing. 

5.3 Higher-order effects of the race-track microtron 

Until now, we only discussed t.he first-order electron-optica! properties ofthe race-track microtron. 
In order to check the applicabilit.y of t.he first-order results of the design specifications we need to 
include non-linear effects. As we have seen in chapter 2, the first-order effects can be expanded 
with higher-order effect.s. In our case, we look at second-order matrix terms Tii 1.:. this means that 
the sum of Eq. (2.6) will be expanded to: 

6 6 

x;(s) = L lll;jXj (0) + L TijkXj(O)xk(O), (5.2) 
i=l j,k=J 

where Tii k is the transfer matrix for t.he second-order terms. For second-order contributions, 
coupling-terms between the horizont.aland vert.ical plane occur. In the horizontal c.Me, for example 
T133 =(x I zozo), which is a coupling of t.lw horizontal motion with the square ofthe initia! posit.ion 
of t.he partiele in the vert.ical plane. For t.he microtron, we have used the code COSY INFINITY 
t.o calculate the trajectories and the first- and second-order terms numerically. The resulting non
zero coefficients along the full t.rajectori<'s from injection to extraction are plotted in figures 5.8 
and 5.9. 

Figure 5.8: Non-zcm sccond-or·dcr cocjjicicnts in tlte horizontal plane. 
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Figure 5.9: Nou-zero 8rroud-ordcr corfficicnts in the verticalplane. 

Due to the serond-order fNn1s t.lw pnrt.irle t.rajectories wiJl change. To illustrate this, we have 
plotted in tigure 5.10 some t.rajPct.orit's with particles injected with xo=l.O mm, x~=O.O mrad for 
several combinat.ions of zo and z{1• In tig me 5.10 the effect of second-order contributions is shown 
for several cases. 
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Figure 5.10: Tmjrctorics in thr lwr·i::onlal planc whcrc only lincar terms have been taken into 
account (solid linr.~J 1111 d whcrr al.~o .~!'rond-or·der term., have bren taken into account ( dashed 
lines). I/ere, the eJTrct of coupling for lhrre differ·rnt situations (a) zo=O, zb=O, (b) zo=!! mm, 
zh=O, (c) zh=!! mmd and z0 =0. and ::o=!! 111111, zh=2 mrad. 

In figure 5.10 (a), we see t.hnt. tlw second-order terms (x I xoxo), (x I x~xo) and (x I x~x~) 
give no significant cont.ribut.ion t.o t.he change in partiele trajectories. Ilowever, the coupling with 
the vertical plane give a suhst.ant.ial chan~e t.o the partiele trajectories a.cJ we see in figure 5.10 (b) 
and (c). A conseqnence of t.he part.idt> t.rajrct.ories c.hange due to secoud-order terms, is that the 
acceptances will change also. 

We calculate the value of t.lw acn'pt.anre in the horizontal plane, and give the partiele an initia) 
posit.ion and divergence in t.he wrt.ical plane as well, in first-order calculations the acceptance in 
the horizontal plane does nol. chanp;e. In t.he secoud-order calculations, the first-order acceptances 
are corrected wit.h an change by an st>cond-order term. The initia) conditions for the vertical plane 
are split into sperille casrs. In cast" (a) only particles with a divergence that varies from -10 .. .10 
mrad and an init.ial posit.ion in t.ht' wrtiral plane of 0 mm are considered. The resulting curve 
shows that the accept.ance does not. change signifkantly with respect to the first-order acceptance 
if I zb 1<5 mrad. Valnes for z(1 t.hat art' largt>r t.han 5 rnrad are not accepted in first-order as we 
have seen in figure 5.:J, so t.hey art' no point. of concern. llowever, if the initia) conditions in the 
vert.ical plane are chosen t.o he zo=-10 ... JO mm and zh = 10 ... 10 mrad and bot.lr have the same 
numerical value, t.hen t.he acct>pl.ann' dl'rrt>ases significantly if the vahtes are larger then 2 mm and 
2 mrad. 
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Figure 5.11: First-order accepfaure.s in i he horizontal plane. Initia/ conditions: (a) zo =0 mm, 
(b) z~=O mrad, (c) zo = z~, {d) zo = -z~, the dashed line is the first-order acceptance in the 
horizontal plane. 

In figure 5.11, we sPe that. t.he accf'pl.ance does not change much when the initia) posit.ion 
in the vertical plane varies, but. as long as t.he divergence is small. Particles with positions and 
divergences that are both posit.ive or nf'gat.ive change the acceptance rapidely. 
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Figure 5.12: First-order acceptancrs i u fhe vcrlical plane. Initia/ conditions: (a) xo=O mm, (b} 
x~=O mrad, (c) x0 = ;z~~. (d) x0 =-x~, thc dashcd line is tl&e first-order acceptance in the vertical 
plane. 

In figure 5.12, we not.ice t.hat. t.he arcept.ance in the vertical plane does not change if the 
particles have an initia) posit.ion and divergf'nre that. are opposite in the horizontal plane, case ( c ). 
Most particles are lost if t.he posit.ion and divPrgence are both negative, case ( d). The acceptance 
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increases if the posit.ion and di vergenre are positive, right hand side of figure 5.12. 
This is illustrat.ed in figures 5.13 a-e, here the phase-spaces are plotted were the second-order 

effects are taken int.o account. For r.omparison, the first-order acceptance is plotted in figure 5.13 
and due to symmetry, the figure of t.he acreptance of zo=-3 mm and z{J=-3 mrad is identical with 
zo=3 mm and z{J=3 mrad. 

Figure 5.13: Second-order accet'lances af injcrtion, initia/ conditions for the horizontal phase-space 
(x 0 , xri) as indicated. Initia/ co11dition8 for fhe vcrtical plane are: {a) zo=-3 mm, z{J=3 mrad, {b) 
z0 =0 mm, z{J= 3 mrad, {c) z0 =.9 111111, ::[1=.9 mrad, {d) z0 =0 mm, z{J=O mrad and {e) zo=3 mm, 
zö =-3 mrad. 

In figure 5.14 we see the phase-space at injection for the vertical plane. In this figure, 9 
different initia) condition for the horizontal plane motion are chosen. The shape is independent of 
the initia) conditions in the horizontal plane. The acceptance heromes larger with respect to the 
first-order acceptance when x 0 and x~ are both positive. because the vertical plane motions only 
has coupling terms, the phase-space tigure 5.14 (e) is identical to the first-order acceptance in the 
vertical plane. 

In these figures (5.13 and 5.14), we see the secoud-order effects. In the horizontal plane, only 
a few cases are represented in t.he flgure, t.his is because of symmetry in the second-order effects 
(figure wit.h zo = 3 mm, zö = 3 mrad is idl'nt.ical to figure with zo = -3 mm, z{J = -3 mrad, and 
so on). Figure 5.13(d) is t.he ca.<:P where only second-order effects in the horizontal plane occur ( z0 

and zö are zero). We see t.hat t.his gives only a small change to the acc.eptance, we saw this affect 
earlier in figure 5.10 where only secoud-order effects were taken into account of the horizontal 
plane. The acceptance changes signillcant.ly if the initia) coordinates of the vertical plane are both 
of the same size (5.13(c)). In t.he vertical plane, no symmetry occurs, but here we see that the 
acceptance graduately increa.<:es, if t.he initia) coordinates of the posit.ion and the divergence in the 
horizontal plane get more posit.ive. 
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Figure 5.14: Second-or·der acceplance.s al iujection, initia/ conditions for the veriical phase-space 
(zo, z~} as indicated. Initia/ conditions for t!te horizontal plane are: (a) xo=-3 mm, x~=3 mrad, 
(b) xo=O rnm, xö= 3 mrad, {c) J:o=3 111111, xö=3 mrad, (d) xo=-3 mm, xö=O mrad and {e) z=O 
mm, z~=O mrad, {!) x 0 =3 m111, z:,=o mrad, {g) z=-3 mm, z~=-3 mrad, {h) zo=O mm, z~=-3 
mrad and (i) z0 =3 mm, z~=-:'J mrad .. 

In figure 5.11 and 5.12 we see that the horizontal and vertical acceptances change, due to 
coupling, for initia! positions and divergf'nces that. are typically a few mm and mrad. In the first
order calculations, only specific positions and elivergences in the horizontal and vertical plane are 
accepted. Due to the first-order acceptmH·.e, the initia) conditions for the coupling are such that 
the change in the secoud-order acceptancf's are smal!. 

5.4 Comparison between first- and higher-order effects 

In order to come t.o a camparisou betwePn the situat.ion with and without secoud-order effects 
included, we have cakulated the horizontal and vertical acceptance A and A2 after successive 
cavity passages, i.e. the t.rajectories ar«' rakuiateel from it1jection until the nth cavit.y passage. 
The lastorbit (14) is the extraction orbit where t.he electrans have an energy of 75 MeV and the 
acceptance is calculated. The result.ing dilferences in acceptances are plotted \n figure 5.15, the 
first-order acceptances have been taken a..:; rPference. 
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Figure 5.15: Second-ordrr acce]'lancr.s at injrction for the horizontal plane ( dashed line) and the 
vertical plane ( dotled lint'), relativr to thr jir.çt-order acceptance aft er succe.ssive cavity passages. 

We see t.hat the diffNence between t.h<' first.- and seeond-order acceptances is of the order of 
only a few percent.. The difference is est.ablished in t.he first orbits (until30 Me V) and no significant 
changes occur afterwards. The horizontal accept.ance changes only 1% and the vertical acceptance 
changes 8%. Furthermore, we have seen that. the shape of the phase-plane at injection are slightly 
different. 

Cakulations have also been done for third-order effects. The terms (x I xox0x0), (x I x~x0x 0 ), 

(x I x~x~xo), (x I z~z~zo), (x I xozozo), (;r~ I x~zozo), (x I xoz~zo), (x I x~z~zo), (x I xoz~z~) 
and (x I x~z~z~) in the horizontal plane are non-zero and are of the order of 105 . In the vertical 
plane the terms, (z I xoxoyo), (z I ;r~~2~ozo), (z I x~x~zo), (z I xoxoz~), (z I x~xoz~), (z I x~x~z~), 
(z I zozoz0), (z I z~zoz0 ), (z I z~z~z0 ) and (z I z~z~z~) are non-zero and are ofthe order of 104.lfthe 
electron-optica) properties shown bere with seeond- and third-order contributions are cakulated 
they yield no changes.For typical beam dirnensions of about 2 mm and 2 mrad in both transvers 
planes, we see immediat.ely that due t.o t.hird-order effects, the beamsize will increa.o;;e typically 0.1 
mm, which is negligible. 

5.5 Misalignments 

So far, we cakulated t.he elect.ron-optical properties of the mierotrou for the -ideal sit.uation, a 
system with perfectly aligned bending rnagnets. However, it is possible that the magnets are 
misaligned. It ha..;; been shown by Webers [1) that small angular errors of the order of a few mrad 
are permissible. Then, the edge-focusing changes and therefore the beam-properties. 

· In our calculat.ions, we only eakulate the partiele motion with respect to the reference tra
ject.ory. The trajectory of the referenre partide is sensitive to misalignments, but the relative 
motion of particles that travel with small deviations with respect to the reference partiele will,not 
change substantially. Calculat.ions showed that small magnetic field varintions ( 100 Gauss) did 
not change the eledron-optical properties of the microtron significantly. Also the sector magnets 
were rotated over an addit.ional angle of 10 mrad. With this extra edge-focusing, the partiele tra
jectories with respect to t.he reference partich~ did notchange significantly. Therefore, we coneinde 
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that, although the refi-renrE:' t.rajPctoriPs 111ay change significantly, the electron-optica! properties 
such as tune and acceptance, are not. sensitive to misalignments aud maguetic field variations of 
the bending magnets of the microtron. Similar results were found when the bending magnets are 
shifted a few mm with respect t.o eadwt.lwr. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

In this report, we treated the elert.ron-optiral properties of the race-track mierotrou of Eindhoven. 
Special at.t.ention is paitl to t.lw trPalnii'IJt of non-linear effects in the orbit dynamics. The non
linear effects were calrulat.ed analyt.irally and numerically. Lie algebraic tools have been used for 
analytica! calculations anti mmwriral ra lrulations have been done with the numerical codes COSY 
INFINITY and TRANSPORT. 

For the fhst-order ralrulat.ions of t.ht> elt•rt.ron-optical properties such as the tune, the accep
tances and the electron-t.rajert.ories, WP ust>d t.he hard-edge approximation. Calculations with 
the numerical r.ode TRANSPORT hav1' lwen carried out with and without fringing field effects. 
The resulting tunes, acrept.anres and partirle t.rajectories have shown a significant discrepancy 
between the two sit.uat.ions; wit.h or without. fringing fields. Consequently, detailed information on 
fringing-field effects is rf'quiretl. 

Furthermore, magnet.ir lkltl map nwasurement.s have been carried out. Using the measured 
magnetic field map as input for t.he code COSY INFINITY improved significantly the result for 
the first-order ralrulations of t.lw dert.ron-opt.iral properties of the microtron. 

Higher-order effects have lH'f'n ralrulat.ed analytically with Lie algebraic tools. Analytica! 
results were confirmed hy COSY INFINITY, but were not identical with TRANSPORT. Further
more, higher-order effects have lwen ralrulatNI numerirally with COSY INFINITY. The electron 
trajectories change signifirant.ly wlwn sPeoud-order effects are taken into account, this means extra 
beam displacement.s of t.ypically a fpw 1nillimet.re. This means that the secoud-order acceptance 
should change significantly. IJowewr, t.lw first.-order acceptance limit.s already the possible set of 
initia! conditions for t.he phasP-sparP variahles. As a result, the change of the acceptance due to 
ser.ond order effects is minimnl. The sPrnnd-order effects for the race-track mierotrou are of the 
order of a few percent. (horizont.ally hy a hout. I% and vertically by about 8-9%) with respect to the 
first-order effert.s. Third-order elferts arP negligible. Due to the calculations of the acceptances, 
we coneinde that t.lw linear approxinHll.ion yidds accurate results. 

Magnetic field measurement.s haw shown that t.he magnetic field distri bution of the left magnet 
changed significantly aft.er rnodificat.ion of t.he pole-plate. This modification was done for the 
extraction of the 75 Me V elert.rons. 

Moreover, we have also t.reated situations where the bending magnets were misaligned, i.e. 
were rot.ated of 1 mrad, anti WP have studiPd t.heir elfect.s on the electron-optical properties. As a 
result of these calculat.ions, WP have s<'<'ll 110 significant. effect. 
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Chapter 7 

Appendix 

COSY INFINITY input for tlw c~akulatiou of the hard-edge approximation: 

{RTME3.FOX} 
include 'cosy' ; 
procedure run ; 

variabie energie 1 ; variabie i I 
variabie straal) 1 ; variabie straal2 I 
variabie drift 1 ; variabie dummy I ; 
variabie cavnr I ; variabie V I I I ; 

procedure cell ebi bh dt ; 
variabie dummy 1 ; 

rpe e; 
dl 0.275 j 

di bi 90 0.005 -4.000 0 -45 0 ; 
di bh 90 0.005 45 0 4.000 0 ; 
dl dt j 

dl 0.5 j 

dl 0.5 j 

dl dt j 

di bh 90 0.005 4.000 0 45 () ; 
di M ~Hl O.(W.!J -4'i o -1.mm 11 ; 

dl 0.275 j 

endprocedure ; 

OV 3 2 0 j 

V(1,1):=5062; 
rpe 10; 
sb 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0 0 n 0 n ; 
er 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
um; 
fr 1 ; 
energie:=IO ; 
pty 0 j 

bp j 

{he~in unitcel} 

{ ener~y electron} 
{drift 0.27.'5 m} 
{!Hl degrees bending magnet DO} 
{ !lU degrees bending magnet Dl} 
{drift lwcause of turning} 
{drift. 0 • .'5 m} 
{clrift 0 . .'5 m} 
{drift hecanse of tnrning} 
{'lil dt'"~n·es bendingmagnet DI} 
('tri (kgref~ hen<lingmagnet 80} 

{clrift 11.275 m} 
{end nniteel} 

{order 2, 2 dimensions, 0 parameters} 
{voltage cavit.y} 
{ h('ginenergy electron} 
{I wam through system} 
{ca letdate ensemble} 
{unit. matrix} 
{ fringe-field} 
{begin energy} 
{lahoratory system = 1} 
{ lwgi 11 piet. u re} 
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dl 0.5 ; 
dl 0.00981 ; 
di 0.05771 90 0.005 4.000 0 45 ll ; 
di 0.06752 90 0.005 -45 0 -4.000 ll ; 

dl 0.275 ; 
write 20 10 ; 
write 20 me{l,100) me(1,200) me(J,JIO) me(1,120); 
write 20 me( 1 ,220) me( 1 ,330) me( J,:WI) me( 1 ,440) ; 
write 21 10 ; 
write 21 me(3,300) me(:J,31Hl) mep, J:HI) me(3,230) ; 
write 21 me(3,140) me(3,240); 

pm 6 ; write 6 10 ; 
read 5 dummy ; 

loop i 1 12 ; 
cavnr:=lOO+energie ; rm cavnr ; 
energie:=energie+S ; 
straal! :=0.30383*energie/45 ; 
straal2:=straall/1.17 ; 
drift:=(l-1/1.17 )*st.raall ; 
cell energie straalt st.raal2 drirt ; 
pm 6 ; writ.e 6 energie ; 
read 5 dummy ; 

write 20 energie ; 
write 20 me(1,100) me(I,21HI) me(l.llll) me(1,120); 
write 20 me(J,220) me(1,3:JII) me(J,:Hn) me(1,441l); 
write 21 energie ; 
write 21 me(3,300) me(3,4f10) mc(3,J:lll) me(:J,2:Jo); 
write 21 me(3,140) me(3,241l); 

etuiloop ; 

Tlll 170 ; 
rpe 75 ; 
dl 0.275 ; 
di 0.50638 90 0.005 -4.0011 11 -tJS 11 ; 
di 0.43281 60 o.oo5 45 n o o ; 
di 0.50638 30 0.005 0 (} 2.111111 ll ; 

dl 0.07358 ; 
dl 0.5; 

write 20 75 ; 
write 20 me(1,100) me(1,2011) me(l,llll) me(l,l20); 
write 20 me(l,220) me(l.331l) me(J,:HII) me(l,440); 
write 21 75 ; 
write 21 me(3,.'300) me(3,JIIII) me(:!, J:lll) me(.'3,230) ; 
write 21 me(3,140) me(J,241l) ; 

ep; 
pm 6 ; write 6 75 ; 
pp -10 0 90 ; 

endprocedure ; 
run ; end ; 

CIIAPTER 7. APPENDIX 

{ 0.5 m drift} 
{drift because of turning} 
{90 degrees bendingmagnet 81} 
{ 90 degrees bendingmagnet 80} 
{drift 0.275 m} 

{output} 

{begin calculations 13 orbits} 
{SMeV cavity (0 .. 5 m)} 
{5 MeV energy gain} 
{0.30383 radius electron 45 MeV} 
{radius in BI} 
{length drift becuase of bending magnet} 
{ calculation through cel} 
{output} 
{wait for input} 

{end calculation 13 orbits} 

{last cavity} 
{ energy electron} 
{drift 0.27.5 m} 
{90 degrees bendingmagnet 80} 
{ 60 degrees bendingmagnet 8 I} 
{ 30 degrees extraction} 
{drift because of turning} 
{drift O.S m} 

{end picture} 
{output to file} 
{ postscript file} 

{end program} 
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COSY INFINITY input for the ealculatiun of the transfer matrix and the partiele 
trajectory of a partiele in a hnmling magnet: 
{VELD.FOX} 

include 'cosy' ; 
procedure run ; 

variabie string 2 1 ; variabie V 1 1 1 

variabie BI 1 200 69 ; 
variabie xx 1 ; variabie zz 1 

ov 2 2 0; 
rpe 10 ; 

um ; 

write 6 ; 
write 6 ' *** Reading left field map.' 

fopen 1000 'left.dat' 'old'; 
fback 1000 ; 
loop zz 1 69 ; 
loop xx 95 200 ; 
read 1000 string ; 
Bl(xx,zz):=0.6096*r(ss(string,8, 17 ), I, 10) 
endloop ; 
re ad 1000 string ; 
endloop ; 

loop xx 1 200; Bl(xx,l):=O; Bl(xx,li!l):=ll; endloop; 
loop zz 1 69; Bl(l,zz):=O; Bl(21lll,zz):=ll; endloop ; 

fclose 1000 ; 
sb 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ; 
er 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ; 
pty 1 ; 
bp; 

write 6 ' - First magnet..' 

dl 0.3; 
M F 0. 7 BI 200 69 o.o I !Ull 1.8 o.oo;, ; , 
dl 0.3; 
pm 6; 
pm 2000 ; 

ep; 
pp -10 0 0 ; 

endprocedure ; 
·run ; end ; 

{open datafile} 
{reset datafile} 

{ fill array} 

{close datafile} 

{u se element for path integration} 


